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Y. Friedman

SEMINAR ON METHODS FOR ARCHITECTS/PLÄNNERS

The following text and figures are a condensed version of

culture, religion, opinions, etc,., for every individual

the seminars given at various universities in the U.S.

client. (An individual client means here not a client

between 1964-1967, the outlay following the one | gave
at the University of Michigan, Harvard University and

considershim
individvally known by the architect, but a client who

the Universite de Montreal in the fall of 1967

It should be very evident that if the objective criteria

are satisfied and the aesthetic ones are not, the object

produced by the architect/planner might be efficient in
use, even if considered as non-aesthetic by some clients
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ARCHITECTURE’S GOALS &amp; MEANS.

On the other hand, if the objective criteria are not
satisfied, the object is not efficient in use, even if the
aesthetic _criteria seem perfect for a majority of the
clients. Such an object might even cause damage to the
clients, and in the best case it can be considered

The physical objects that tKe architect/planner is

nothing more than a sculpture .

supposed to produce (buildings, town parts, etc.) have

It is thus clear that an architect-produced object has to
satisfy objective criteria with priority, as aesthetic

In satisfy two sets’of criteria. The first one concerns

physical hardware proprieties: the elements assuring these
proprieties are not produced by the architect, but by
manufacturers, artisans, etc,., the architect doing
nothing else than selecting the appropriate products from
catalogs. The second set is considered the important part
of the architect’s activity. It concerns the assembly of
the catalog elements described in the first sef.

criteria are discretional.

Our task will be to attempt to formulate a method to

discover how objective criteria can be satisfied.
Obviously enough, this cannot be a "trial and error"
process, as it would be utterly uneconomic. So we
cannot experiment on the object itself, but only on a
reduced model, We have to see how one constructs a

This second part of activity, materialized by producing
plans and by their execution, determines the resulting
object, e.g. building, town part, etc, This object has
to be used by the "clients", The architect/planner has
to satisfy the clients and thus plan the object to the
clients’ criteria, even if he never met or never knew

his real clients (as is the majority of cases).
Without knowing the clients, we can organize the
criteria in two distinct sets: the first set (I will call it

thought-model and how one can control its efficiency.
Such a method follows a sequence of operations (a form
of logical model) we can describe as follows:

1. A reduced set of first statements describing in a very
generalized way the organization of system we are

looking for (axioms).
n

"objective criteria") has to concern the efficiency of the
architect-produced object as clients use it in whatever
way. This efficiency has no relation to what taste,

culture, religion, opinions, etc. the clients might have.
For example, a wall is always an obstacle for passage,
and an opening permits passage in any culture, country
or society-passage or non-passage being objective

Construction of a simple and understandable thought-

model having a clearly defined analogy with the
mechanism (assembly of elements) serving in the
manner described by the axioms -

3 Enumerating in a complete (exhaustive) list all the
possible "states" admitted by such a model.

criteria.

1. Selection by a procedure of quantitative comparison
the most efficient "state" (or "states") of the above
list.

The second set (I will call it "aesthetic criteria") are

5

less determinable criteria, and the values concerning
aesthetic criteria might vary with every individual taste
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If the model is a very complex one and its functioning
is not evident at first glance, a control model must be
constructed.

THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTS DEAL WITH:
DESCRIPTION AND MODEL

Obviously enough, our criteria might be different and a

tree might be advantageous for any organization needing

Architect-made hardware objects consist of envelöpped

an easy separation between two arbitrarily chosen parts,
or a central point of control (e.g. assembly lines or

volumes, It is not the volume itself that is produced by
the architect, but its closure. As the task of the
architect implies generally not one unique volume but a
set of volumes, the connection scheme between these

queves) because between any two points on a tree there
is at least one point that obstructs the connections
is at least one point that obstructs the connection, or one
cut that separates the tree in two distinct parts. But most

envelopped volumes is the significant part of the

volume organizations architects/planners have to deal

architect’s planning.
We can represent an envelopped volume connected to

with, and most technical networks, are of such type that

other volumes by drawing the form of every such volume,
envelopped by its closure, and draw, for example, small

they are too easily affected by a breakdown (traffic jams,
electrical short circuits, etc.). In systems where
breakdowns might be frequent a tree-type network is

arrows onto the points where these volumes communicate.,
To use such a model and to construct the complete list of

very uneconomic and inefficient, as only one breakdown

its different configurations (states) would be rather
tiring work,

distinct parts.

| can simplify the procedure, Instead of. the image of the

A network containing more than one path or connection

volume | can draw but a point (imagine a very miniature

between any chosen couple of points is not put out of
use by one single breakdown. Any point of such a network cannot be separated by less breakdowns than the

drawing of the volume; it would look like a point). The
connection between several such points (volumes) I
could draw as lines: links.
A diagram of points and links (I will call it a network
instead of its correct mathematical name: a graph) can

give a simplified but understandable image of any

architectural plan.
Once we choose a network, we can easily substitute for

every network point the volume it represents. Imagine,
for example, a list of geometrically possible volumes,
Beside every volume-type stands a number. It is enough
to label the network points with the respective list
index number representing the volume wanted for this
point, and the labeled network becomes a clearly
defined architectural plan.

paralyzes the whole system by cutting it into two

number of paths connecting the couple of points, therefore, such a network is far more efficient for use than

the tree-type. We will call further "networks" only
linked point configurations where every point is linked
to the other points by more than one path.
| will introduce a name (borrowed from graph theory) for
the number showing to how many other points a given

point is linked directly: this number gives the given

point’s "local degree",
We now have to settle another problem: there exist
networks on a plane, networks in space (3-space),
4-space networks, etc. We have to choose the most
comfortable set, permitting us to construct our catalog

most easily.
The simplest network that | can draw is a network on a

Ill.

ARCHITECTURE AS NETWORK STUDY

If a network is a sufficiently analogous model of a given
architectural plan, in order to choose the most efficient
plan we have to formulate an exhaustive catalog of all

possible networks, apply our system described by the

plane, | can consider all the points of such a network
as plane crossings where a number of links meet. If I
consider these same points not as crossing points but as
bypasses, I am dealing with an unconnected set of lines

in space, If | consider part of these points as plane
crossings and another part of them as bypasses, the
result is a space network, Obviously, I can use any

axioms to each network in this catalog, and then select

appropriate labeling instead of plane crossings and

the most efficient one according to our criteria,

bypasses. This permits me to reduce any n-space network

To catalog all possible networks seems to be a rather

difficult task, as their number might be infinitely large,
so we have to reduce our model, We have to determine
if there are some networks that generate the other ones

in a way that the generated networks "inherit" some

characteristics of the generators.
In doing this we will be less interested in the pure

mathematical characteristics of networks, and will

to a generating planar network with appropriate
Tabeling. Thus, for our purposes, plane networks can be
the generating set whose characteristics will be
inherited by all space networks that are only generated
networks constructed by labeling on the set of plane
networks,
This consideration reduces considerably the construction
of our network catalog. | will try to reduce it further,
by taking as the most significant generator set of plane

concentrate on those having a meaning in application to

networks the ones where every point has the same local

architecture/planning.

degree: these networks are called "homogeneous net-

As the first step, we can try to link a given set of points
on a plane (or in space). A set of points can be linked in
different ways: for example, in a way that between any
two points there is no more than one path connecting
them - such a network is called a tree. We can Tink the

works" 7

points as well in a way permitting that any two points
can be connected by 2, 3, etc. , different paths between
them, Only in the latter case do we deal with a real

network.

28

So the catalog of models of all possible architectural
linkage schemes can be the set of homegeneous plane
networks, Luckily this set is not very populous; there
are only four such networks, the (3), (4), (5) and (6)
networks.
Note: Homogeneous networks of any given degree can be
constructed parting from a "wheel" and extending it by
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concentric circumferences linked to the wheel points.
However, from our point of view the "concentric
homogeneous networks" are of a reduced utility since
they obviously give exactly the same results as the
homogeneous networks generated on a lattice (non-

concentric ones), but the visual "readibility" of the
analysis of the concentric networks becomes more

large part of these statements could be devetoped as
well from the other ones.
So an axiomatic description of a system is essentially a

procedure of "abbreviation", where only statements are
used that can generate all the other ones in a comfortable
way, applied to a defined set of variables,

difficult except in the case of one-point influence zones

Obviously, such a set of initial statements has to be
reduced to its smallest possible size and all the
statements have to be without contradictions between
themselves (the axiomatic description has to be

IV.

consistent). They have to be independent of each other
(the axiomatic description has to be non-redundant)
and they have to be in sufficient number (the axiomatic
description has to be complete),

AXIOMATICS SIMPLIFIED

We will analyse these networks on the basis of our

efficiency criteria for different problems (transportation,
variability, influence zones, growth patterns), all of

these problems being previously defined by axioms. By
these examples we will demonstrate how to use such a

model,
The first point that we noted in the method previously
described concerns "initial statements" (axioms).

The problem that the architect/planner deals with is
always a complex one. A complex problem is composed
of interrelated simple problems (components), and if we
look at these complex problems carefully, we realize
that the decision of the architect/planner concerns only
a small! number of these components, For example, the
design of a circulation network does not involve the
decision of the architect/planner to many of the

components, i,e., where people go, in what hours, what

It is not easy to construct a description by axioms

respecting these rules if the number of axioms applied is
a large one, On the other hand, if we use a description

based on a single axiom, the description cannot have
contradictions or redundancy, but it is likely to be
incomplete, It does not give sufficient information and

the description is useless.
Two axioms are much better, but again the description’s
usability is not satisfied. Such a description is incomplete
as there is some unpronounced statement, or the

description gives no more information than as the truth
value of an undescribed system,

The minimal system of axioms giving complete
description consists of three independent but related

part of the inhabitants goes to one place and what part
to another, by what itineraries they go, and so on.
Thus, the initial statements should not bother with
components with which we do not deal, Instead of

(linked) statements that are without contradiction among

trying to determine the above components by intuition

matter of the system concerned by the aid of "primitives"
(expressions-words supposed to be known); the two other

themselves.
Generally the first statement describes the subject

body)impliesthat
or by uncontrolled methods; I prefer to determine a

the network lines. Motion of people (as ofanyphysical
circulation network by stating that people move along

statements describe the admissable operations on the
system.

admissable that two differently directed movements cross

Once a system is described by such a three-statement
axiomatic, we can apply the statement to any model

having meaning with these statements, For example, our
statements about circulation included the "primitive",

Thus, by three simple statements we have succeeded in
describing all of the significant elements in circulation
networks whatever they might be (airplanes, cars,

line, so the axioms could be applied to any system of
lines, e.g. to any network.

trains, pedestrians, conveyor belts, pipelines, etc,).

The sufficient axioms impose no other restrictions than
the fact of movement, the fact of one-way directions,

and the fact of regulated crossings.

SOME EXAMPLES OF ARCHITECTURAL
NETWORK ANAL YSIS

This example can serve as well for a general model for

the description of a system by axioms.

I will try to show with a few applications how the

method works, I will describe problems (architectural

First we see that axioms are very banal, evident

ones) in axioms, apply the axioms to a complete set of

statements for which no explanation is required, This is

possible models, choose some criteria (contextual ones)

possible only for statements that are immediately understood by anyone, or can be demonstrated by anyone, or

are accepted by convention. They always state some

evidence,
One can use many different evident statements and all
of them can be used as axioms. A given system can be

described by any number of such statements, and the
upper threshold of the number of axioms will be the sum

to pick out the sets of networks satisfying them in the
most favorable way. These criteria have to be formulated

in quantifiable terms; the quantification being the only
base of objective comparison necessary to pick out the
most advantageous solutions.
So the operational scheme will be:

a, stating of axioms (three factor system)
b. set of models (complete list)

of all observations executable by an observing apparatus

c. application of axioms to models

about the system. Of course, in such a case there is no

d, quantifiable criteria (economy)

sense anymore to call these statements axioms, as a
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e, results of the choice

IC

I. Transportation systems
a. Initial statements:

c. Application of axioms to model:
we will draw into the model networks all

zz.

configurations of two meshes, then all three mesh

configurations,

al. a physical body moving along a line
a2. two physical bodies along the same line in the

There is one 2-meshes configuration in the (3)
network, two 1-mesh in the (4) network, five and

same time have to move in the same direction

a3. in crossing points a "switch mechanism" is
necessary, letting bodies pass first in one
direction, then in the other one,

three respectively in the (5) and (6) networks.
There are three 3-meshes configurations in the (3)

network, five 3-meshes in the (4) network, fourteen
and nine in the (5) and (6) networks,

b. Models:
the set of homogeneous plane networks, of local

degrees (3), (4), (5), (6).
2, Application of axioms to the model:
cl. If we show the movement directions by arrows,
we can see immediately, that the (3) network

does not have the same path facility parallel to
one axis as to the other one. Only the networks

(4), (5) and (6) have similar path facility
paralel to at least two axes (directions).
If we count the crossing points as well for straight
movement (parallel to axes) and those of
changing direction (deviation) we see that a

point of local degree (3) creates no crossing,
one of (4) creates one single crossing, one of

(5) creates three crossings and one of (6) creates
seven crossings.

J

Criteria:
again the criteria depend on our proposed program,

but they stay by all means quantifiable ones,
We can look for the set of networks giving the
maximum of variation, e.g. if our problem is that

of personalized dwellings, or we might prefer
solutions implying the minimum of variety (as is the
case of industrial plants, organizations based on

hierarchy, etc.). The maximum is assured by the (5)
network (or the (4) network admitting the use of
half-meshes), the minimum is assured by the (3)

network (hexagonal one).
3. Growth patterns
Architects/planners have to often deal with growing
systems. A building, a town part grows, and the

prediction of possible ways of growth might be important.
d. Criteria:
we must determine as a threshold value (a quantitave
one) how many axes have to be served and how many

crossing points are admitted by our switch technique.
Both criteria are essentially economic ones,

For example, a turnpike does not admit any crossings
and has to serve only one single axial direction; it

The problem can be treated inversely: how to partition
a homogeneous whole under given conditions. Such is
the case in the zoning of towns, halls, loft buildings,

etc, The partition problem is the growth problem with
an inversed time arrow: a whole is given that "disgrows"

by established steps, where steps correspond to
determined areas,

implies a (3) network,
A town’s circulation system admits a low number of
crossings and has to be served in at least two axial
directions" it implies the use of a (4) network.

A pedestrian’s circulation system needs the shortest
ways, admits a larger number of crossing points (as
pedestrian speed does not imply a costly switch
mechanism) and at least two axial directions have to
be observed; it works well on a (6) network, or on a

derived network of (4), e.g. an (8,4) one.

2. Mesh variety in a network
a. Initial statements:

al, a network mesh will be internreted =-

a2

utilized volume if marked by one color, and an
unused one if marked by another.
two configurations of several like-colored
meshes will be considered as different ones if

they are not getting in any position where one

configuration covers completely the other one,
by any rotation or by any symmetry axis mirroring
two meshes can be joined in a configuration if
they have the same color and if they are in
contact, i.e. corner to corner, side to side, or
corner to side,

b. Models:

homogeneous planar networks of local degree (3),
(4), (5) and (6).

30

a. Initial statements:

al. an "original part" (area) grows in one step by
joining a new "growth part" (area) to itself
a2. the "growth part" has to communicate with the

"original part"
a3. the "growth part" or the "original part" and the
"growth part" have to communicate with the
exterior environment.

b. Models:

growth patterns can be represented by graphs
(network parts) giving the topologically distinct
configurations of (n+1) points, if the growth process
involves (n-1) steps. The first point of the
configuration represents the "original part" and the
(mp1) one represents the exterior.

Application of axioms to the model:

the complete list of possible growth patterns can be
constructed by the different labelings of the said
configurations, using two labels: one for all the parts
(original and growth) and another one for the exterior

environment, (In the drawings black points represent
the different parts and one single white point the
exterior). Obviously, the same list can be constructed

as well by permutations of the possible local degrees
of the topologically distinet (n+1) graph’s points,
using indices as labeling.

ARCH + 1(1968)H2

d. Criteria:

a value that for any n levels is smaller than 2, In other

the criteria for growth patterns might be the
contextually wanted grade of connectivity.

words, this means that for any n levels we are not more

than doubling the original ground surface, So the
minimum distance calculated for a doubled area is not

1. Influence zones in networks

dependent on the actual number of levels used in some

a. Initial statements:

part or other of this area, and so this distance has no

significant vertical component.
al, a given point of a network will be called a

"center"

VI

a2, the interval between any two points, when no

CONTROL. SYSTEMS:
METHOD OF "URBAN MECHANISMS"'

third point is situated between them, will be
called a "step"!
the influence-value of a given point in respect
to a given center will be measured by the number

pick out the characteristics of the fundamental set of

of steps leading to the point from the center.

schemes to be used for solving a given planning problem.

All the models that we treated before were used as

pre-planning models, In other words, they served to

e.g. a circulation problem, a variation problem, a

b. Model:

homogeneous planar networks (3), (4), (5) and (6).

zoning problem, etc,

Concentric forms of networks are admitted,

I model I will call "urban mechanisms" serves two
purposes. The first is the control of an existing plan or

Application of axioms to model:

labeling the network points with their influence
value, Generally the important cases are where there
is more than one center,

Criteria:
one of the criteria applied can be the number of

points having the same influence value respective to
one or more centers in the different networks,

Influence zones cun be used as well combined with

growth patterns, e.g. to state how many points are
needed in different networks for a given growth
pattern.

design (practically on the basis on many-centered
influence zones)., The second purpose of this model is to
make possible the construction of a table showing
general relations between "influences" and
configurations and to deduce from these relations, if
possible, some statistical laws,
For the definition of "urban mechanisms" we must clarify
three concepts:

al. Concept of configuration of obstacles in space

Any architect/planner-made object (bounded
volume or townpart) can be interpreted as a

Other criteria might concern the interference of
influence patterns, looking for what are the maximal
or minimal areas having influence values falling
within fixed brackets,

utilizers (for example, factories for workers, offices
for employees, leisure places for freetimers, etc,,

Every complex planning problem needs an influence

all of these in a town, but for another example,

configuration of some usable objects in space, These
objects are "goals" (targets) for a number of

tools or furniture in a bounded volume). These same

zone control (see Chapter VI), as it is the surest way

objects are but obstacles that other utilizers of the

to predetermine the efficiency of planning.

same town or building must contend with, e.g. the

offices for workers, leisure places for office
employees, offices for freetimers, etc, Thus, the

Note: Some remarks about the concept of "density of
habitation",

a

same objects are goals for one part of the users;

This concept, as used by planners and architects,

obstacles for the other part. Thus, I will try as a

actually has a rather low information content as a

First statement: the architect/planner’s plan

parameter, The average number of persons on an area

concerns always a configuration of obstacles in

gives a very rough idea about the way they are

space,

occupying the corresponding space,
m

If we use, instead of such a parameter, another one

fixing the admissible minimal distance between two
persons exercising their activity, we use the model of
influence zones and get information containing a

parameter specifying the physical distances, implying
the possible patterns of distribution and implying as well
the average number of persons on area units.
This minimum distance can be calculated satisfactorily as

horizontal distance only because vertical distances are

/

Concept of itineraries

The expressions used previously (goal, obstacle)
involve the existence of paths, We will call an
itinerary a path linking a departure station to a

goal and evading all obstacles between these two
endpoints.

Obviously enough, an architect/planner cannot
know all the potential utilizers of the object he is
supposed to plan, He cannot know, even if he

implieitly limited by the biological necessity of direct

knows them personally, their ideas, opinions,

daylight for usual human activities. In fact, the dayligh/

attitudes, etc., as such things are not easily

factor imposes a distance between two building-bodies,
that distance depending on how many levels these

observable, On the other hand, he could observe

building-bodies possess. The corresponding formula is:

configuration in space (e.g., a town) without
having the slightest idea about the motives of these
movements. Observing will mean the noting of the

if we want to have direct daylight of any incidence

angle B (beta), the surface multiplication ratio (all level
surfaces diyvided by the original ground surface) is for n
levels of the fomula: surface multiplication = 2n : (n+1),
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their movements between different points in a

initial and terminal points of each movement of a
number of persons, and the noting of how often a

certain movement takes place, i.e. the weekly
frequency of this movement.
We can add, obviously enough, in any itinerary the
initial point of a movement is the terminal point of
the previous one, so the terminal points can be
considered as the sufficiently characteristic ones,
Thus, we arrive at the second statement: an_itinerar)

is characterized by an end point and by a frequency
this point is visited by a given number of users. The
product of the frequency with the number of users

Qu

call iso-effort lines (lines of equal effort). The iso-effort
lines give ample information about faulty regions in the
plan, e.g. points determined for traffic jams, sharp land
value boundaries, etc, In the case of unsatisfactorily

working mechanisms they help to find the most appropriate
working mechanisms they help to find the most
appropriate site and the necessary weight of possible new
interventions or corrections of the plan. The application
of the iso-effort diagram represents a control tool of
existing plans or hardware solutions.

we will call the "weight" of the end point (goal).

Distribution matrix of total efforts for couples
composed by a configuration of obstacles and by a

Concept of effort in the use of an urban mechanism

weight distribution pattern

An utilizer of an urban mechanism makes an effort

by moving from his initial point to his goal
(terminal point). This effort is proportional, for
example, to the number of steps his itinerary

In the previous section we tried to control the efficiency
of an existing set of objects in space. We can proceed
as well in the opposite way. Instead of examining

existing configurations and existing fisitation frequencies,

consists of for each individual utilizer. If the same
Itinerary is used by a number of persons, each

we can construct (using a computer, for example) the

going to the terminal point with a given frequency,
the total effort will be proportional to the sum of
the simple, individual efforts, or to the product of

following a chosen network type. We can construct as

the individual effort multiplied by the weight of

thus for its behavioral possibilities.

this end point, i.e. the product of the simple effort
(the sum of the steps and primes for additional
difficulties, e.g. change of direction, crossing,
etc.) multiplied by the frequency of this movement
is performed by the number of persons moving along
the same itinerary with the same frequency.

Our third statement will thus be: the utilization
effort of an urban mechanism is measurable by the
total sum of steps contained in each itinerary, each

sum multiplied by the weight of the terminal point
of the itinerary .

Thus, the model of urban mechanisms consists of a

given distribution of terminal stations, each of them
having its own specific weight, in a configuration
of obstacles in space. The global effort necessary to
determine the use of the urban mechanism can be

calculated in a simple way. Thus, any two urban

list of all possible configurations, in a given field and

well all possible weight distribution patterns that might
be characteristic for the visiting frequencies of a society
Thus, we get two exhaustive lists:

a.

(obviouslyth
the list of all possible space configurations for a

field of n x n unit meshes, in the form of all n

square binary matrices under certain constraints

finite one).

the list of all possible visitation frequencies for all
significant partitions in fractions of the total
population, in the form of permutations of the
numbers between 0 and 7 (weekly frequencies) in
sequences of m posts. This list is an exhaustive list

of all possible behaviour patterns of any society
we can imagine, and this list is as well a very

large, but a finite list.
We can compose a matrix using the key list of all
the space configurations as the head column for the

mechanisms can be compared on the basis of

matrix and the key list of all the behavior patterns

efficiency as their characteristic global effort is

for the head row of the matrix. In the field of the
matrix we will note the proportional numeric value

expressed by quantified criteria, and we can assume
that the mechanism with the lower effort ratio is a

of the global effort corresponding to each couple

better functioning complex. Obvious!y, such a

formed of one configuration-key and of one

comparison concerns only the schemes and gives no

behavior pattern-key. Thus for each couple there

information about technological, aesthetic, etc.

corresponds one single value in the filed of the

factors.

a

We can thus see that the model of "urban
mechanisms" is a rational and systematized use of
many-centered influence zones, where every center

has its characteristic weight, being the terminal
point of a determined number of visits repeated with
a given frequency.
Such a model can be used (as mentioned before) in two
different manners:

matrix. This value will be calculated by summing
up every local effort value in the given

configuration under the given weight distribution
(both data determined by the previous lists).
This matrix is supposed to be rendered in graphic form
and would be used by architects and planners as a

warning tool, permitting the easy selection of all

equivalent configurations situated between chosen
"effort value brackets",

a

Thus, a planner using this tool could get information

We

Isoeffort (equal effort) lines in a given configuration

Such a diagram is advantageous if we deal with an

existing plan or real object. In this case all of influences
of all the centers for all significant points of the plan can
be calculated, and the points having an equal influence
sum can be ioined by contour lines. These lines we will
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before even beginning actual planning work - that in a

given situation of an existing behavior pattern what
configurations have about the same efficiency (effortequivalence).

a

The study of this distribution matrix is actually under
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work, and we hope to find some "subjacent regularities"
for the effort-equivalence of different space

"centralized" distribution when the consumer
has to more in order to fetch the commodity,

configurations,

and "homogeneous" distribution when the
commodity moves to the consumer, For example,
a village well is a "centralized” distribution

An important characteristic of this method is that it does
not propose an "optimizing" type of program (meaning
that the process is not implying a step by step selection,
narrowing the set of possible solutions to a single

supposed optimal solution), but it handles a "complete
list" type program (meaning that it handles the complete
set of possible solutions constructed beforehand,

without usingany selection process),
VIl.

THE AXIOMATICS OF SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

"homogeneous" one.

All the three fields, each determined by one axiom,
once set in relation with the model of a "human

multitude", give birth to a number of possible
organizations from which we selected two polarly
different typical organizations for the field of each

axiom, Obviously enough, the definition of these

Social behavior patterns are, in a way, what architects

polar opposites permits, by interpolation, any
intermediary organization type. For example,

have to envelope, Gropius called architecture

modern man lives in such an intermediary

"sociology’s hardware" , But social behavior patterns are

organization that varies from country to country.
He lives part of his time in the "biologic" group,

not philosophical attitudes for the architect’s interests,

&gt;

of water, and a water supply network is a

but observable structures, e.g. movement structures, as

and another part in one or more "determinant"

we treated them before, so he needs to have a

groups, contrarily with other periods or cultures

comfortable complete list of these behavior patterns. This

where man belongs to one type of group or to the

list may be a very general one and a short one, only to

other, Another example shows that modern man has

give an over-view of the behavior types. We will try to

a certain amount of his commodities centrally

construct such a list where our purpose will be to have

distributed and another percentage of commodities

the main social organization types classified,

"homogeneously" distributed,

a.

As we can see from these two examples, the exact

Initial statements:

will concern the biologically determined human

intermediary case can be constructed easily by

behavior (man as an animal),
al, Man needs an "envelopping volume" for his
activities, Wherever he moves, this volume

expressing (in quantifiable terms, e.g. the time

"moves" with him.
12

Man lives in groups. Group appartenance is

determined by the frequency and intensity of
communication between members of the same
group.

a3. Man needs physical means of survival, Those

proportion between the two group types, or the

value proportion between the two distribution
types) the proportion of each of the two principal
organization types in the influence of behavior
of a given intermediary case,

Complete list of possible human behavior types:
It is very easy to calculate the terms of such a
list once it is admitted that the three axioms

means that are locally rare need to be

sufficiently describe human behavior types as

rationally distributed.

observable ones, and that two polar types are
sufficient to describe any intermediary case of

Model:
a multitude of persons,

Application of axioms to model:

satisfactory technical organizations correlating the
needs stated by the axioms for a multitude of
persons .

c1, Axiom al, can be satisfied by organizing the
"envelopping volumes" as communicating or
non-communicating ones, We will call the
First ones "continuous volume organization",
and the second set "discontinuous volume

behavior type. This list will be composed of the
three position variations of two variables; this
gives 2 to the 3rd power, or 8 variations.

So we have a reduced, but sufficient description of
human behavior types, as it can serve the

architect/planner’s needs sufficiently well, This
list consists of eight headings:
1, Continuous volumes--biologic groups--

centralized distribution (example: Malay long
house)
Continuous volumes--biologic groups-homogeneous distribution (example: caravan

organization" .

serail)

Axiom a2, can be satisfied by organizing the

Continuous volumes--determinant groups--

group by "biologic" ties (where the roles of

centralized distribution (example: dormitories,
army camps, hospitals)

group hierarchy are not interchangeable), or

by freely chosen "determinant" ties (where the

Continuous volumes--determinant groups--

roles of group hierarchy are arbitrarily
interchangeable). The family is an example of
the first set (biologic group); a clan, a

homogeneous distribution (example: holiday
camp, African fraternal village)
Discontinuous volumes--biologic groups-centralized distribution (example: occidental

professional group, a semantic group, all
belong to the second one (group based on a

determinant).
c3. A means of survival can be distributed
rationally in two ways: we will call it
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medieval village)
5

Discontinuous volumes--biologic groups--

homogeneous distribution (example: actual
occidental settlement)

+

7. Discontinuous volumes--determinant groups--

Actually, all of these choices the architect/planner

homogeneous distribution (example: university

does for his client, in his name, but without knowing
how the client (often even unknown by the architect/
planner) would choose, if he could do it himself,

campus).

The first of these choices, that of the personal

centralized distribution (example: any hotel)
8, Discontinuous volumes--determinant group--

Obviously there are many other examples for each
heading. I have tried to visualize only a few of

them.
It is clear that we could represent all of the eight
principal behavior types on a network as a result of

the three influence diagrams printed one on the
others. If one cannot do the "urban mechanisms"

study (that gives far more gradations than the
simplified classification), it can always be helpful
to define the organization type one has to deal with

by the reduced list, and to represent the problem in
the form of three distinct influence diagrams on a

previously chosen network using the considerations
pointed out in the previous chapters,

environment, is without any doubt a choice belonging
to the client, and it does not imply the need of an
intermediator, like the architect. The satisfaction of

the community environment still stays with the
architect, but what we mean by community is not
necessarily a constituted group, but a group of the type
stated in axiom a2, (and it can exist in a silent way).
The architect does not know its characteristics, as size,

rules, etc. As the building or townpart realized by the
architect/planner has to be in some relationship with
the size of the group, a size that the architect/planner
does not know, and in order not to impose any pressure
on the client’s personal choice to belong to any group

he. might desire, and for the group’s choice to change
its own size, the hardware construction proposed by the
architect/planner should be without fixed boundaries,
interior or exterior ones, Now, we found previously,

Vill.”

CONCLUSION: THE ORDERING PROCESS

that architects have to produce bounded volumes,
Architects today, working for a multitude of humans,

The chief purpose of this seminar has been to attempt to

have to resign their original task and resume a hew one,

transform architecture and planning its actual situation
(a form of witch-doctorship, a set of uncoordinated
kitchen recipe-type knowledge) into a well-ordered
discipline, by trying to introduce an ordering process.

instead of bounded volumes the architect’s task shifts to

This ordering process consists of listing all possible

the construction of rules of assembly of arbitrarily
chosen volumes and for arbitrary groupings of such
volumes chosen directly by the groups according to
their admitted or tacit rules,

solutions, even if in a very simplified form. The
intuitive activity that could add an artistic value to

architecture/planning consists in the choice from this
list and the manner in which the choice is translated

into a hardware object. But however this choice and
hardware realization are done, if the construction of
the list was done in a clear way, at least the product

(building or townpart) will work well, a feat that
becomes rather exceptional in the work of the last
decades.

IX,

AN EXAMPLE: A PERSONAL PROPOSITION,
THE "SPATIAL TOWN"

These considerations show that the architect’s task
becomes the realization of networks, as networks permi{
any use following any behavior pattern possible. These
networks | call "infrastructure",

The second choice, concerning distribution systems, is
evidently satisfied by networks, as we saw in our

previous chapters,

The same statement is true concerning technological
means, Networksare realizable as hardware .

| would like to close this seminar with an example that
| have been working on since 1958 through which I can
demonstrate the utilization of the ordering process,
The problem, as it seemed to me (and continues to seem)
for architects, was that none should regulate the
private lives of other people, But as things are, even
choices that do not seem to concern anyone other than

the chooser, in reality impose things on other persons,
e.g. a skyscraper’s shadow cone imposes the way its

neighbors build, even though the skyscraper is not on
the neighbor’s plot, So I tried to look for a system of
minimizing choice in the name of other persons, or

imposing things on other persons.

What are the typical choices involved in architectural

activity?
1. Choice of personal environment for someone in the
framework of a community environment,
2. Choice of distribution systems in a community

pattern,
3. Choice of ‚technological means for the hardware

solution.

The task before me was thus the choice of the most

appropriate network, in a given context. So the second
step was to find out the criteria involved in this context.

These criteria were the following:

1. A given list of sizes for utilized volumes, consisting
of two types of volumes: a volume for individual use
(approximately 6 m. x 6 m.) and another one for
community use (approximately 60 m, x 60 m.).

(Sizes are given only to indicate the range).
2. A unique distribution technique is utilized in the
context: all distribution is effectuated by physical

transportation (movement).
3. Daylight need, as no equivalent physical substitute
exists, imposed the surface multiplication limit

previously treated,
The two types of volumes mentioned in 1, are clearly
differentiated from a technical point of view by the

correspopding payload brackets (approximately
50 ka/m”“ for the indivicdyal volumes and
approximately 200 kg/m?“ for the community volumes)
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5. A given list of available industrial products that can
be used for the hardware realization. Part of them
can be used for the construction of the network

(infrastructure); another part for the individually
inserted "envelopping" volumes,
The conclusion of admitting these criteria was the
choice of a determined network with a given mesh size

The result was what | called a "spatial infrästructure",
What I am calling the "spatial town" is the set of random

(or regular) variations of assemblies of inserted volumes
within this infrastructure,
My purpose here is not to give a description of the

“spatial town" (as this has been published many times in
nearly all countries with sufficient illustrations), but I

(crit. 1) in several levels, The mesh size was fixed

have tried to present an example of how to arrive at a

following the contextual volumes; the number of levels

by the level multiplication factor (crit. 3). The payload
brackets (crit. 4) imposed that the ground level should

personal solution of a complex program by the "complete
list" type of analysis, On the other hand, this personal
solution (a typical case of the decision architect/

ve used for the large mesh units with heavy payloads;

planners of tomorrow are supposed make) is one

the lifted levels for the small mesh units with the

respecting all other persons’ arbitrary personal choices ,

smaller payloads,
As mesh variety was desirable because of permitting

arbitrarily chosen grouping, the (5), (6) or (4) networks
were considered, As conductibility was an imperative

necessity, the (4) network was imposed, By admitting
use of "halved meshes" the mesh variety of the (4)
network was made equal to the mesh variety of the (5)

The infrastructure does not impose any form or grouping
on the particulars using it, and out of no more than

three different modular elements, such as produced
today as industry’s stock elements, one could compose,
forexample, more than two million rational variations
of one-level three-room flats,
| will close this seminar with the remark that I do not

network,

consider this method as a rigid one, but more as a

Actual industrial techniques and appropriate economical
considerations imposed a triangulated species of the (4)
network for the hardware proposal, both beeause of the
implied transport economy of materials and the
reduction of the site qork factor. The chosen network

beginning of an ordering process in architecture/
planning. Architecture was always a discipline of
ordering, and we know today, as well in other fields,
that disorder is not imaginable by the human brain and
every brain activity is essentially an ordering activity

was a space network derived from the (4) network by
substituting hyperboloids of rotation of one sheet for the
points of the network; then substituting two families of
four lines drawn on the hyperboloid’s surface for the

(we cannot even invent "disorder systems"), A

surface themselves (see figure).

Paris, October 30, 1967,
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disordered set of knowledge is only an unordered one, a
result of shear ignorance .
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(1) Wachstumsdiagramme
Die möglichen Wachstumsdiagramme (Teilungen) sind
dargestellt durch:
A: Schema (in n Schritten)

B: entsprechender Graph Gp
C: entsprechender Graph Gp+]
D: Code der sich aus den Permutationen der Punkte-

grade von Gp+1 ergibt
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Einflusszonen eines Punktes in einem ebenen homo-
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(1)

Beispiel von Einflusszonen in Beziehung zu einem bestimmten Ziel (Zentrum) innerhalb eines städtischen
Netzes

(2)

Plan des Stadtviertels, das demselben Netz entspricht

(3) städtisches Netz,das dem Stadtquartier entspricht;
ieder Punkt ist mit seinem Punktegrad bezeichnet
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(1)

Einflusszonen in Beziehung zu drei Zielen (Zentren)
A,‚B und C in demselben Netz

(2) getrennte Einflussdiagramme der drei Ziele A,B und C
(3) vereintes Diagramm der Einflussummen der drei Ziele
A,B und C,als Resultat der Addition der Einflusswerte
jedes Punktes aus der vorigen Abbildung;
selbstverständlich wird ein städtischer Mechanismus
durch die Überlagerung von mehreren Einflussdiagrammen charakterisiert -
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(1) herkömmliches Konzept der Wohndichte:
Anzahl der Personen pro Flächeneinheit

(2) dieselbe Belegungskonfiguration:
die zulässige minimale Entfernung zwischen verschiedenen Aktivitäten dient als Parameter
Die Vervielfachung der Geschosse ist begrenzt wegen

der notwendigen natürlichen Belichtung.
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